Welcome to the Every Child Ready @ Home Name Writing Plan! Here, you will find activities designed for your young learner to continue their practice in specific subjects and skills. This plan will focus on the math! Try all of the activities or pick those that work best for your family.

Visit AppleTree’s Distance Learning Page and social media regularly for additional resources and updates.

---

**Getting Started:**

**Using the Overview**
Activities are organized by lesson. You can scroll through lessons or click directly from the overview page.

**Accessing Helpful Resources**
Within lessons, you’ll find helpful links to additional resources, such as activity videos and examples.
Name Writing Plan

Name writing is an important skill! The Name Writing Plan has activities to make name writing fun! You can change these activities by having your child write their name with other materials such as chalk or fun markers. Show them the correct way to hold their pencil so they can get off to a great start!
Name Writing - Crayon

MATERIALS:
- paper, pencil or pen, crayon

- Write your child’s name three times with a pen or pencil.
- Have your child **trace their name** with a crayon.
- Show your child how to hold their crayon and stay on the lines the best they can.
- Say, **You wrote very nicely!**
Name Writing – Marker

MATERIALS:  paper, pencil or pen, marker

- Write your child’s name three times with a pen or pencil.
- Have your child trace their name with a marker.
- Show your child how to hold their marker and stay on the lines the best they can.
- Say, You wrote very nicely!
Name Writing—Pencil

**MATERIALS:** paper, pencil or pen

- Write your child’s name three times with a pen or pencil.
- Have your child **trace their name** with a pencil.
- Show your child how to hold their pencil and stay on the lines the best they can.
- Say, **You wrote very nicely!**
Name Writing - Name tag

**MATERIALS:**
- 3 index cards or small pieces of paper

- At school, your child has a name tag for many uses.
- Have your child **write their name on three pieces of paper**.
- Let them place them in different areas like the table where they do their school work, on their bookshelf, or by a play area.
Name Writing

MATERIALS:

- sticky notes or small pieces of paper and tape, pencil

- Tell your child that sometimes we write our name on things that belong to us.
- Have your child write their name on three sticky notes or three pieces of paper.
- Let them place them on objects that belong to them, such as a book or box.